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A tungsten (W) deposition layer is formed while a sample is exposed to a helium (He) plasma at the surface
temperature of 473 or 573 K. The formed He-W co-deposition layer was composed of fine grains, the size
of which increased with the surface temperature. The samples with the co-deposition layer was exposed to a
deuterium (D2 ) plasma, and the D retention was investigated using thermal desorption spectroscopy. It was found
that the co-deposition layer has quite diﬀerent D retention characteristics compared with bulk W.
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Tungsten (W) is one of the leading candidates for
plasma facing materials (PFM) in fusion reactors. As PFM
are exposed to He in addition to hydrogen isotopes, He
atoms are trapped in vacancies and grain boundaries in
W, and, consequently, He bubbles cause microstructural
changes [1, 2]. Also, there are regions on PFM where sputtered W atoms are deposited [3] together with He and hydrogen isotopes. It has been reported that the formation
condition of the co-deposition layer, which was formed in
a mixture of D and argon gases, strongly change the D retention [4]. Tang et al. demonstrated the D retention of
co-deposition layer formed in He/D/argon mixture plasmas
using a magnetron sputtering device. They revealed that an
inclusion of He has great impacts on D retention [5]. Also,
Iyyakkunnel et al. investigated co-deposition layer formed
in He/argon mixture plasmas using magnetron sputtering
device and its He retention [6]. In this study, we focused
on He-W co-deposition layer formed under a much higher
density condition than magnetron sputtering. Recently, it
was found that deposition of W in He plasma led to a formation of large-scale fiberform nanostructures and porous
rough surfaces [7, 8] at the surface temperature higher than
∼1100 K. In this study, we focused on lower temperature
range (573 K or less), considering the condition of the first
wall, and investigate the deposition eﬀects.
Figure 1 (a) shows a schematic of the experimental
setup of the plasma device Co-NAGDIS. A meander W
wire was installed near the sample, and sputtered W from
wire and He plasma deposited simultaneously on a W sample. The sample temperature was controlled by an air cooling system inside the sample stage; the deposition layer
was formed at the sample temperature of 473 or 573 K unauthor’s e-mail: asai.kosuke@f.mbox.nagoya-u.ac.jp

Fig. 1 (a) A schematic view of the experimental setup in the CoNAGDIS device, and (b, c) SEM images of He-W codeposition layer formed at 473 and 573 K, respectively.

der the same plasma condition. Figures 1 (b, c) show SEM
images of the surface of He-W co-deposition layer formed
at 473 and 573 K. Especially at 573 K, deposition layer has
a several hundred nm blister-like protrusions. Many dots,
which can be seen in insets, likely represent He bubbles
just below the surface.
Figure 2 shows cross-sectional TEM images of the
He-W co-deposited sample. The sample was prepared using focused ion beam (FIB) cutting. At 473 K (Fig. 2 (a)),
high density cavities with diameter of about 1 nm are seen
throughout. Because the cavities became white and black
in under focus and over focus cases, respectively, as seen
in insets, those should correspond to He bubbles. On the
other hand, at 573 K (Fig. 2 (b)), the bubble size was several tens of nm. Figure 2 (c) shows a TEM images of
the same sample but a diﬀerent location, where blister exist, together with an energy dispersive X-Ray spectroscopy
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Fig. 2 TEM images of cross-section of He-W co-deposition
layer formed at (a) 473 K and (b) 573 K. (c) TEM image
and EDS analysis of 573 K.

(EDS) mapping and an averaged vertical profile of W signal. The cavity above the substrate suggested that the blister have formed, because the pressure in He bubble near
the substrate increased. The EDS analysis clearly shows
that the intensity decreased at locations where He bubbles
existed, moreover, W density in co-deposition layer was
roughly 62% of W substrate. The results indicate that the
co-deposition layer is very porous and comprised of fine
He bubble and cavities.
After forming He-W co-deposition layer, these samples were exposed to the D plasma. In Fig. 3, desorption
amounts of He and D were examined by thermal desorption spectroscopy (TDS). As a comparative experiment,
bulk W was also irradiated with the D plasma. He desorption occurred around 300 - 900 K. The desorption at 300 600 K was likely from weak trapping sites such as a heavily distorted lattices probably formed in the co-deposition
layers, also the desorption around 900 K from the sample
formed at 573 K can be caused by the structure changes
such as cracks and blisters. Diﬀerent from desorption of
He from bulk W exposed to He plasmas [9–12], where desorption peak appeared around 1000 K, there was no significant desorption around 1000 K in this study. The reasons
can be attributed to the fact that there was no significant
amount of He bubbles below the co-deposition layer, as
seen in Figs. 2 (a, b). A He diﬀusion barrier might have
been formed between the deposition layer and W substrate.
Figure 3 (b) shows a comparison of D desorption between
He-W co-deposition layer and bulk W. D retention was
much higher than that of bulk W, because of desorption
peaks appeared at 300 - 400 K. It was likely that D atoms
were also bound weakly in the co-deposition layer.

Fig. 3 (a) He and (b) D desorption spectra of He-W codeposition layer after the D ion irradiation.

In this study, we formed He-W co-deposition layer,
and the changes in structures and He and D retentions were
observed with increasing the temperature. With increasing the surface temperature from 473 to 573 K, the surface
roughness was significantly enhanced accompanied by the
growth of He bubbles and formation of blisters. He and
D desorption occurred at relatively lower temperature than
bulk W. To understand the mechanism of the diﬀerence
in the desorption behaviors, it is of importance to observe
structure changes of the co-deposition layer during annealing. The results suggested that co-deposition layer, which
can be formed on the first wall of fusion reactors, influences on the particle control.
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